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Purpose
The Editorial Ethics and Compliance Standards for the web-based Sleep and Health
Education Program (“Sleep Standards”) are designed to build and maintain the public’s
trust in the information we present. To this end, the standards strive to:
•
•

•

Avoid any situation where a conflict of interest could influence content.
Foster a web environment of openness and transparency in which relevant
commercial interests are disclosed, all conflicts of interest are disclosed and
resolved, and web site visitors are able to form their own judgments about potential
conflicts based on disclosure facts.
Operate within a system of checks and balances that includes not only clear
disclosure requirements but also independent reviews, a conflict resolution process,
and editorial and oversight committees that collaborate to maintain the standards.

The First Step
Development of the Sleep Standards represents the first step of a program that comprises
two ground-breaking web sites: a public education web site to help laypeople, caregivers,
and journalists understand sleep-related issues, and a continuing medical education web
site of accredited courses for physicians.
The availability of these standards at the beginning of the program enables everyone
involved — advisers, staff, funders, web producers, and contributors — to minimize
confusion, avoid costly re-work, and ensure that content development for the two web
sites (public education and CME) meets the strictest standards in the industry — those of
Harvard Medical School’s Department of Continuing Medical Education (HMS/DCE),
the National Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (ACCME), and
WGBH, the Sleep Program’s web development partner.
Benefits to Funders
Tethered to the guidelines of HMS/DCE, ACCME, and WGBH, the Sleep Standards all
but eliminate the risk to Sleep Program funding sources, who are likely to be bound by
industry regulations and internal criteria that restrict grants to programs that might be
vulnerable to conflicts of interests.
At the same time, conformity to the standards increases the value of each gift or grant by
making it possible to use content for multiple purposes and extend its reach to multiple
audiences. Specifically, text-based articles, video, audio, animation, interactive features,
and other content developed for one venue — for example, the public education site —
can be re-used for another venue, such as a CME module, teaching tool, lecture, or other
educational activity focusing on sleep-related issues and their treatments.
Summary of Standards
The Sleep Program’s Editorial Ethics and Compliance Standards, and the accompanying
glossary and oversight committee descriptions, are available from HMS’ Division of
Sleep Medicine. Highlights of these standards include the following:
Highlights of Editorial Integrity Guidelines
• All program participants must disclose any commercial relationship with a
relevant outside entity.
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•
•
•
•

Content must never intentionally benefit the products or services of a
commercial entity.
When treatments are mentioned or depicted, the content must give a balanced
view of clinical and behavioral treatment options.
Hyperlinks to external web sites must extend the editorial value of the
discussion at hand.
Only text — not logos, logotypes, or shields — can be used to hyperlink to
web sites of individuals or entities inside or outside Harvard.

Highlights of Funder and Partnership Guidelines
• A hyperlink to a funder’s web site can only go to the home page of the
funder’s primary web site.
• Support for the Sleep Program must be for the program as a whole in the form
of unrestricted funds or services, whenever the funder has a commercial
interest in program content.
• Funders with no commercial interest in program content may designate their
support for a particular topic or CME module, subject to approval.
• No funder can exercise control over editorial decisions or be allowed to
preview any part of the web site prior to its launch.
Highlights of the Marketing, Advertising, and Promotion Guidelines
• It is acceptable for the web sites of funders and commercial entities to link to
the Sleep Program, with certain restrictions.
• The Sleep Program must never ask a funder or commercial entity to provide
or distribute enduring materials of its CME modules to learners, including but
not limited to videotapes, monographs, and CD-ROMs.
Highlights of Conflict of Interest Guidelines Section
Compliance management combines independent content review, conflict-ofinterest identification, and, in most cases, resolution through disclosure of actual
or perceived conflicts. In general, all participants must disclose every commercial
relationship that has existed in the past 12 months between the participant and a
relevant outside entity, or between a participant’s family member and a relevant
outside entity.
An Editorial Board, an External Review Committee, and HMS/DCE’s Conflictof-Interest (COI) Resolution Committee have been vested with distinct oversight
responsibilities to help ensure full compliance with the Sleep Standards. The
Editorial Board works directly with DSM staff to define the scope of each public
education topic and CME module, helps assign the work, approves disclosure
statements, and reviews content at key phases. The External Review Committee
helps identify independent reviewers, resolves conflicts of interests not covered
by disclosure guidelines, and, if necessary, refers seemingly irreconcilable
conflicts of interest to HMS/DCE’s COI Resolution Committee, the final arbiter.
For a copy of the full set of standards, please contact Casey Bauer, Manager, Division of
Sleep Medicine, 617-732-4154.
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